The following list of candidates are shortlisted for Practical Test followed by Interview.

**Date**: 08.03.2013 (FRIDAY)
**Time**: 10.00 a.m
**Place**: CENTRAL WORKSHOP (Production Engineering Department)

**MACHINIST**

MT01. MARIMUTHU.V
MT02. GUNASEKAR, P
MT03. SHAILESH SHAW
MT04. INDRABAHAHADUR GUPTA

**FITTER**

FR01. MURUGESAN, T
FR02. SEKAR, K
FR03. PRABHAKARAN, R
FR04. PRATHIPKUMAR, P
FR05. IDAYACHANDIRAN, N
FR06. RAKASEKAR
FR07. SRINIVASAN, N
FR08. RAJKUMAR, K
FR09. JEYAKUMAR, P
FR10. PALANIVEL, K

**TURNER**

TR01. PRAVEENKUMAR, V
TR02. RAJASEKAR, S
TR03. TYSON, E
TR04. SUMATHI, C
TR05. AKILANDESVARI, A
TR06. D.AJITH KUMAR

**CARPENTER**

CR01. KARTHIKEYAN.B

Staff Incharge

Head of the Department